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01. BRAND STORY

MEETJACK BRANDBOOK

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT JACK?

A FRUIT FOR MEAT LOVERS

Jack is this big-time fruit. in fact, he is the world’s
largest fruit, easily weighing 25kg and growing 40cm
tall. He drinks very little water and grows quickly
without the need for pesticides or chemicals.
And even though he has a rugged exterior, underneath
he is the meatiest textured fruit you will find. He truly is
every recipes’ ideal ingredient in-law.

Jack is a breath of fresh air in a world where chefs struggle to come up with tasty, plantbased dishes to surprise their guests. He discovered that chefs love him just the way he
is, fresh & raw. The meaty textured byte, combined with the ability to blend with all types
of spices, allows him to steal the show when it comes to the prize of “Greatest alternative
to satisfy carnivorous cravings.” Chefs are starting use Jack to conquer the hearts of
meat lovers one bite at a time. Getting Jack closer to his dream of becoming perfect
guilt-free food pleasure in the world.

THE NEW FRUIT IN TOWN

A FOOD STAR WITH A PURPOSE

Jack is a true adventurer, a day dreamer who wants
to explore the world. In 2018, after meeting Kaline and
Marjolein in his home jungle of Asia, he made up his
mind to chase his dream: become a global food star.

The reality is that a jackfruit tree can produce up to 200 fruits per year, but more than
1/3 of the jackfruit goes uneaten. This gives farmers an excuse to cut down the trees.
After all, better the financial profit than the rotting food.

He packed his bags, boarded a ship, and made the
journey north to The Netherlands, a country were he
could go toe to toe against the culinary greats of the day:
bitterballen, croquettes, burgers, and gyros. Today Jack
has become the only freshly, frozen jackfruit in Holland.

Jack, being firm believer of “one man’s problem, is another man’s blessing”, wants to
trigger a positive chain of events: more people eating jackfruit means more jackfruit
grows on trees, this makes jackfruit trees economically valuable for farmers, which in
turn helps prevent deforestation. In short, more food, more trees, no problems.
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02. TARGET AUDIENCE

MEETJACK BRANDBOOK

JACK IS A FRUIT FOR CHEFS

IT’S NOT EASY BEING A CHEF

Meet Jack is a company that imports and sells
jackfruit in the NL B2B market. We built our own
jackfruit supply chain to bring jackfruit from
South East Asia to the hands of chefs working
at restaurants and food producers. These chefs
prefer to shop for their ingredients at wholesale
stores. This makes chefs our target audience, and
wholesale stores our biggest target customer.
Ultimately, we wish to introduce Jack to the B2C
market by launching a jackfruit product line for
supermarkets across Europe.

Chefs continuously want to surprise guests with great dishes, typically relying on meat,
since the majority of guests love their meat. However, times are changing, there is a
growing trend for plant-based cuisine that is triggering curiosity in even the strongest of
meat lovers. On top of that, people are starting to become more demanding when it comes
to the taste and health standards of ingredients used as meat alternatives. The poor chefs,
who would love nothing more than to focus on creative cooking, are on the lookout for
plant-based ingredients with zero allergens and the meaty texture needed to replace meat
in guests’ all-time favorite dishes. This is where Jack comes into the picture...

NO JACK WITHOUT FANS
Chefs are not our target audience by chance, they create jackfruit dishes that turn people
into Jack’s fans. This fanbase gets the word out to those catching on the need to adjust
to a more plant-based diet. But let’s face it, this is no easy task. Many ingredients claim to
be a great alternative to meat, but they often fall short. When these meat lovers taste Jack
a big smile lands on their face: “Really, a fruit? Interesting, never would have guessed it!”
Those words gives us the energy to keep helping Jack chase his dream of becoming the
fruit on everyone’s menu, both at restaurants and people’s home.
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03. VALUE PROPOSITION

MEETJACK BRANDBOOK

CHEFS STRUGGLE TO SERVE PLANT-BASED DISHES THAT
PEOPLE LOVE. WE PROVIDE FRESH, YOUNG JACKFRUIT,
SO CHEFS CAN SERVE DELICIOUS, MEATY TEXTURED
BITES THAT TURN MEAT LOVERS INTO RAVING FANS.
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04. BRAND POSITIONING

MEETJACK BRANDBOOK

JACKFRUIT SUPPLIERS IN NL

Meatiest & tastiest

MARKET ANALYSIS
Jack made it to NL with the hope of
being the only jackfruit in the B2B town.
However, other jackfruit mirrored his
move and, backed by larger companies,
seem to be here to stay.

One more on the block

Brand likability

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Jack is the freshest jackfruit in town. There
is no comparison, as soon as chefs try
it, they are surprised by the meatier bite
and better taste in comparison with Jack’s
canned brothers from another mother. On
top of that, chefs find a small preference
for Jack, since he comes from the only
charming female led company in town.

Plain
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04. BRAND POSITIONING

MEETJACK BRANDBOOK

PLANT-BASED FOOD SUPPLIERS IN NL

Low in allergies

MARKET ANALYSIS
Jackfruit is one of many ingredients available
for making plant-based dishes. Chefs see Jack’s
meaty texture as a great alternative to meat, but
there is fierce competition from other ingredients
that can step in to replace meat.
Processed

Non-processed

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Our power comes from the freshness of raw
Jack. Farmers pick the jackfruit from the tree
and cut, package and freeze it within the day.
They then bag it and ship it to NL. Jack arrives
to NL in style, non-processed and checking off
all the allergy boxes 100% vegan, soy-free and
gluten-free.

High in allergies
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05. BRAND FRAMEWORK

MEETJACK BRANDBOOK

NOW THAT YOU KNOW A BIT ABOUT JACK I’M SURE YOU ARE FULL
OF QUESTIONS
THE NEXT FEW PAGES ARE THE RESULT OF HOW JACK’S CLOSEST FRIENDS
SEE HIM. THEY PAINT A NICE PICTURE OF JACK’S PERSONALITY, HOW HE
INTERACTS WITH OTHERS, AND HIS PURPOSE IN THE WORLD.
ENJOY!
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5.1 BRAND CORE
ESSENCE

A FRUIT
FOR MEAT
LOVERS

MEETJACK BRANDBOOK

VISION

MISSION

Jack becomes everyone’s favorite
guilt free pleasure food.

Get meat lovers to eat jackfruit.

VALUES

PROMISES

• Adventurous. Be bold, explore,
and dare to do;
• Fun. You can always use a little
Jack in your life;
• Optimist. Believe that a lot of
Jack can change the world.

• The freshest, meatiest, ready-to-use jackfruit byte in town;
• Be a hero, you’ll have the ‘balls’ to please them all (meat lovers,
vegetarians, and vegans);
• Never a dull meal, one fruit with endless possibilities;
• It’s just a fresh fruit, from a tree to your plate;
• Timeless food, meat lovers’ favorite recipes, minus the meat;
• Guilt free food pleasure, help reduce meat consumption with every bite;
• Feel good food, the more you eat the more jackfruit grows on trees;
• Same cooking time, just as easy as cooking meat;
• Raw means raw, no soy, no gluten, high fibers;
• No worries, we know our jackfruit.
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5.2 BRAND IDENTITY

MEETJACK BRANDBOOK

VERBAL
• Quirky. Just weird enough to be lovable
and interesting, and he knows it;
• Savvy. A crazy expert that know his stuff;
• Original. Straight word shooter, no hairs in
his tongue.

QUIRKYSAVVY

ORIGINAL
ADVENTUROUS

NATURAL
PLAYFUL

VISUAL
• Adventurous. A tough, rugged looking, explorer;
• Natural. A true Jack of all menus, the most social
ingredient;
• Playful. That’s right, I’m as easy-going and fun
as I look.
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5.2 BRAND INTERACTIONS
PRODUCTS &
SERVICES
• Jackfruit for wholesalers;
• Jackfruit for food
producers;
• Jackfruit for retail.

PARTNERSHIPS &
COLLABORATIONS
Incubators:
ImpactHub, Proveg.
Co-working spaces:
Food Union, Kitchen Republic.
Social Networks:
Social Enterprises NL,
Social Impact Factory, MVO
Nederland.

MEETJACK BRANDBOOK

PLACES & EVENTS

COMMUNICATION & CHANNELS

•
•
•
•

• Instagram (Facebook). Follow Jack: Jack is a trending influencer sharing
special moments with the world;
• LinkedIn. Network Jack: Jack is a pro, he has time to play, but knows how
to get down to business;
• Website. Introduce Jack: what he is, why you should meet him, and where
you can find him;
• Email. Promote Jack: send recipes that inspire people to try-out their own
jackfruit dishes.

Consumer foodie events;
Food fairs & events;
Food industry magazines;
Culinary media.

TECHNOLOGY

PEOPLE, TALENT & BEHAVIOUR

•
•
•
•
•

• Jack is our fearless leader;
• He communicates in a playful, yet professional way;
• He acts tough, like his rugged exterior, and interacts smoothly, like his
meaty textured interior;
• Our team is like Jack, savvy doers and unwavering optimists ready to
introduce Jack to the world.

Webflow to edit website;
Mailchimp to email leads;
Pipedrive to manage sales funnel;
Databox to create dashboards;
Slack to communicate with the team.
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WWW.MEETJACK.NL

FOLLOW JACK ON

@MEETJACKNL

#FRUITFORMEATLOVERS

SEE YOU
ON THE

PLATE

